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Dear Dr. Efendi: 
 
Your manuscript entitled "Determinants of the intention to migrate to Japan among 
Indonesian nursing students: Implications to sustainability" has been successfully 
submitted online and is presently being given full consideration for publication in 
Nursing and Health Sciences. 
 
Co-authors: Please contact the Editorial Office as soon as possible if you disagree with 
being listed as a co-author for this manuscript. 
 
Your manuscript ID is NHS-0186-2020. 
 
Please mention the above manuscript ID in all future correspondence or when calling 
the Editorial Office for questions. If there are any changes in your contact details or 
address, please log in to ScholarOne Manuscripts 
at https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/nhs and edit your user information as appropriate. 
 
You can also view the status of your manuscript at any time by checking your Author 
Center after logging in to https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/nhs. 
 
We receive a number of manuscripts on a daily basis, and the review process for the 
first decision might take 3-4 months. We kindly ask you not to contact us within that 3 
month period regarding the status of your manuscript. Please be reassured that we try 
to ensure a fast turnaround but rely on the goodwill of reviewers who have many 
competing demands on their time. 
 
Thank you for submitting your manuscript to Nursing and Health Sciences. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
Editorial Office, Nursing and Health Sciences 
nhs@yamaguchi-u.ac.jp 
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Dear Dr. Efendi: 
 
Manuscript ID NHS-0186-2020 entitled "Determinants of the intention to migrate to 
Japan among Indonesian nursing students: Implications to sustainability" which you 
submitted to the Nursing and Health Sciences has been reviewed.  The comments of 
the reviewer(s) are included at the bottom of this letter. 
 
The reviewer(s) have recommended some major revisions to your manuscript before it 
could be reconsidered for publication. I invite you to respond to the reviewer(s)' 
comments and revise your manuscript. Please be aware, however, that we cannot 
guarantee its publication on revision. 
 
Before resubmitting please ensure that the revised manuscript conforms to ALL aspects 
of the Guidelines for Authors for NHS, and that all co-authors agree with the 
version.  Please also ensure that your manuscript is carefully and professionally edited 
for English language before resubmission. 
 
To revise your manuscript, log into https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/nhs and enter your 
Author Center, where you will find your manuscript title listed under "Manuscripts with 
Decisions."  Under "Actions," click on "Create a Revision."  Your manuscript number 
has been appended to denote a revision. 
 
You will be unable to make your revisions on the originally submitted version of the 
manuscript.  Instead, revise your manuscript using a word processing program and 
save it on your computer.  Please also highlight the changes to your manuscript within 
the document by using bold or colored text. 
 
Once the revised manuscript is prepared, you can upload it and submit it through your 
Author Center. 
 
When submitting your revised manuscript, you must provide a response to  comments 
made by the reviewer(s) in the 'Response to Decision Letter' section.  Please make a 
general  statement in this section to  describe that you have responded to all the 
reviewers' comments, and that you have also submitted  a separate "Response to 
Reviewer Comments" file, as described below. 
 
1. Since the reviewers have made a number of suggestions for change, you must also 
submit a separate Word file listing individually ALL the changes you have made.  Label 
the Word file:  "Response to Decision Letter" and include the date. 
 
2. Make two-column table. In one column list down all the reviewer comments.  In the 
second column list down the responses you made to EACH of the comments.   In order 
to expedite the processing of the revised manuscript, please be as specific as possible 
in your response to the reviewers, and make sure your name does not appear in your 
response to allow blinded review. If you have been asked to ensure that professional 
English editing has been done on your manuscript, please make this comment in this 
section. 
 
3. Upload the above response table as  'Author Response'. 
 
Please note that if the above file is NOT submitted with the new version of your 
manuscript, we will not be able to proceed with further review. 
 
IMPORTANT:  Your original files are available to you when you upload your revised 
manuscript.  Please delete any redundant files before completing the submission. 
 
Because we work to timely publication of manuscripts submitted to Nursing and Health 
Sciences, your revised manuscript should be uploaded as soon as possible.  If it is not 
possible for you to submit your revision within three months, we may have to consider 
your paper as a new submission. 
 
Please note that the length of a manuscript must not exceed 5,000 words for research 
articles and 8,000 for review articles. The title page and Reference pages are not 
counted in the total. A page charge of 25,000 Japanese Yen per excess page may be 
levied to the author(s) when articles exceed 8 printed pages for a research article and 
10 pages for a review article after proof copying. Authors are therefore requested to 
ensure that tables, figures and other supplementary material are kept to a minimum. 
 
NHS values academic integrity and plagiarism is not tolerated. Plagiarism covers the 
use or close imitation of ideas, language, and thoughts of other author(s) or own prior 
work without authorization or proper paraphrases and reference, regardless of whether 
the ideas, language, and thoughts are expressed using the same words, tables, or 
graphics.  All manuscripts now undergo plagiarism check using Cross-Check, an anti-
plagiarism software, prior to acceptance. 
 
If you would like help with English language editing, or other article preparation support, 
Wiley Editing Services offers expert help with English Language Editing, as well as 
translation, manuscript formatting, and figure formatting 
at www.wileyauthors.com/eeo/preparation. You can also check out our resources for 
Preparing Your Article for general guidance about writing and preparing your manuscript 
at www.wileyauthors.com/eeo/prepresources. 
 
Once again, thank you for submitting your manuscript to Nursing and Health Sciences 




Professor Teresa Stone 




Editor in Chief 




Comments to Author: 
Keywords: to increase citations consider using a recognised list of keywords from 
databases for example:  Medline uses Medical Subject Headings (MeSH®); and 
Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health (CINAHL) subject headings. 
(see http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html). 
 
Ensure key words and phrases appear in your abstract several times, and when 
appropriate, use your key words in article section headings. 
For more detailed information on Search Engine Optimization (SEO), including helpful 
examples, go to http://authorservices.wiley.com/bauthor/seo.asp. 
 
Take abbreviations out of abstract please - actually do not be so specific say economic 
partnership agreements in the abstract 
 
Please situate this in the international literature on nurse migration as well as the 
specifics of Japan-Indonesia to ensure this is relevant to all readers. Do you need all the 
specific details of the agreements? You need to say why it is important to ascertain 
student intention 
 
This is a very interesting manuscript. Please have this manuscript edited by a 
professional editor: we know it is hard to write in an additional language. For example 
even the title needs an edit. Convenience not convenient sampling. Also suggest that 
you use "Grammarly" to edit. We cannot send this out to reviewers unless the English is 








Comments to the Author 
I enjoyed to read the paper I have the following suggestions 
a.      Key words: please do not use acronyms 
b.      In the introduction/background please consider to identify broader aims for the 
international readers:  which kin of suggestions can this study produce at the worldwide 
levels? 
c.      Design and sampling: here there is the need to revise in depth the section. Firstly, 
indicate clearly the study design and if this is possible, report the methods and the 
findings according to guidelines (e.g. STROBE, or better, given that you have 
developed a web survey ); then, there is a need to report some elements of the settings 
and in another section the sample method. 
d.      The instrument validation should be reported in a more detailed fashion also with 
some psychometric properties. Moreover, also the process that you have considered in 
including the variables in the logistic analysis should be reported in a more detailed 
fashion. 
e.      Please consider in the conclusion a more ample consideration regarding the 
implications of the study at the world wide level for international readers 
 





Comments to the Author 
Thank you for submitting your study and thank you for giving an opportunity to review 
your manuscript. Your focus, migration of nurses is important issue in recent world 
However, this manuscript still need modification, so I hope you will consider comments 
which bellow I mentioned. 
 
Overall 
The term of dependent variables of this study was confusing. I suppose “intention to 
migrate to Japan” is the dependent variable of this study, however, you used “intention 
to migrate”, “intention to work in Japan”, “firm plan to migrate”, “intention to work 




Background of this study was unclear. Why Indonesia government send their nurses to 
Japan or Japanese government accept nurses from Indonesia? Ahead of this, I wonder 
did you agree this migration phenomena? if it so, I think you should mention its reason 
in this section. And, why did you focused “migrate to Japan” rather than migrate to any 
other countries in this study? 
 
1. page 3, line 10-13, the contents of these sentences was already mentioned, so it 
should be modified. 
2. page 3, line 20-21, why did this information should be clarified? Add its reason 
please. 
 
Creating figure to indicate independent and dependent variables of this study; this assist 
for the readers to understand of this study. 
 
Methods 
Information of study methods were insufficient in some respect, so add follow 
information please. 
 
1. the way of explaining and gaining consent from representative of nursing schools. 
2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria of your sample 
3. the number of targets and validated response rate. 
4. sample size estimation. 
 
Page 4, line 10, “students group”, did your target all of students or a part of students? 
Add this information please. 
 
Measurements 
You mentioned “survey instruments” and “variables”, however these were confusing, so 
I propose that to create “measurements” which stick together these two sections. You 
described the used measurement in this section, however, unfortunately, it was 
confusing, then it difficult to understand. I propose applying subtitle (e.g. Questionnaire, 
Intention to work in Japan, Having a firm plan to migrate to Japan). 
 
1. You mentioned that used questionnaire was modified by the researchers, if it so, you 
should how did you modify it concretely.  
2. “firm plan”, the contents of “firm plan” was ambiguous, so you should mention its 
concrete contents. I think it would be better to show what did you ask to your target (e.g. 
questionnaire items). 
3. page 5, line 13-32, in these lines, you explained about nursing education system in 
Indonesia, so this content would be better to replace to “research settings”. 
4. page 5, line 48, “into three categories”, what is “three categories”? 
5. “Analysis”, the independent variables of this study should be clearly to showed (e.g. 
age, residence; Java =1, out of Java =0…etc.) 
6. page 6, line 10, what the meaning of “goodness fit of the data”? 
 
Results 
In this section, it was also long tendency, so you should indicate your results clearly to 
the readers. Like measurements, I think using subtitles would be helpful. 
 
1. page 6, line 29, line 41, these results were not in Table.1, so add it please. 
2. page 7, line 19, line 30, “first regression analysis”, “second…” In each analysis, 
independent and dependent variables should clearly be indicated. 
3. page 7, line 41-44, this result was inconsistent with Table.3, so it should be corrected. 
 
Discussion 
In this section, it was also long tendency, so I strongly recommend using subtitles. 
 
1. page 8, line 10-11, this is not needed to mention in Discussion section. 
2. page 8, line 12, “Indonesian nursing students”, this word would be better to modify to 
“targets students” or something. 
3. page 8, line 20-24, your results showed the most frequent reason to work in Japan of 
your target students was that development carrier, so I wonder this contents would be 
inconsistent with your results. 
4. Regarding results of target students’ region, comparing both Java and out of Java, 
was there any difference of motivation to migrate? 
5. page 9, line 58-page 10, line 10, I think you did not examine whether your target 
students select to migrate to Japan rather than any other countries, so you should not 
discuss why target students “chose to migrate to Japan”. 
6. page 9, line 25-36, the explaining of IJEPA should be mentioned in Introduction. 
7. page 9, line 37-41, were these “returnees” who failed Japanese national examination 
of nurse? If it so, please adds this explanation. 
8. page 11, line 20-25, why did this study show inconsistent results compare with 
previous study? Discuss it please. 
 
Implication 
“Implication” section should not be included in Discussion section, so consider it please. 
 
1. page 11, line 32-36, the explaining of IJEPA should be mentioned in Introduction. 
2. page 11, line 43-50, this content should be replaced to Introduction as well. 
3. page 11, line 27, is there any cases which nurses became candidate of care worker 
in IJEAP? 
4. page 11, line 34-50, did you gain relevant results of this contents in this study? 
 
Limitation 
“Limitation” section should not be included in Discussion section, so consider it please. 
And you should discuss for future research. 
 
1. page 12, line 58, “causal relationship”, is between what variables? 
Conclusion 
Page 13, line 20-24, did you gain relevant results of this contents in this study? 
 
Thank you for once again for submitting your study. I hope that you find my comments 
or feedback helpful and constructive. 
 
 
To: Professor Teresa Stone 
Editor-in-Chief, Nursing & Health Sciences 
 
Re:  Revised Manuscript, A Concept Analysis of Nurse Retention 
 
Date:  30 May 2020 
———————————————————————————————————— 
Dear Professor Teresa Stone, 
 
Thank you for your email dated 26 March 2020 with the reviewer comments for the 
manuscript titled "Determinants of the intention to migrate to Japan among Indonesian 
nursing students: Implications to sustainability (Manuscript ID NHS-0186-2020). As 
directed by your correspondence, we are submitting the revised manuscript with 
changes highlighted in red color that addresses all reviewer comments and 
suggestions. Below, please find our responses to the reviewer’s and editor’s comments. 
We thank you for the opportunity to submit this revised manuscript. 
 
Associate Editor Comments Response 
Keywords: to increase citations consider using a 
recognised list of keywords from databases for 
example:  Medline uses Medical Subject 
Headings (MeSH®); and Cumulative Index to 





Ensure key words and phrases appear in your 
abstract several times, and when appropriate, 
use your key words in article section headings. 
For more detailed information on Search Engine 
Optimization (SEO), including helpful examples, 
go to 
http://authorservices.wiley.com/bauthor/seo.asp. 
Thank you very much, we have 
referred to use MeSH. We also 
revised the abstract to ensure 
the appearance of the 
keywords. 
Take abbreviations out of abstract please - 
actually do not be so specific say economic 
partnership agreements in the abstract 
Thank you we, revise it 
accordingly 
Please situate this in the international literature 
on nurse migration as well as the specifics of 
Japan-Indonesia to ensure this is relevant to all 
readers. Do you need all the specific details of 
the agreements? You need to say why it is 
important to ascertain student intention 
Thank you for making this 
important point. we revise it per 
your suggestion. Details about 
the Japan-Indonesia agreement 
is removed from this section.  
This is a very interesting manuscript. Please 
have this manuscript edited by a professional 
editor: we know it is hard to write in an additional 
language. For example even the title needs an 
Thank you, we sent this revised 
manuscript to an English 
professional editor.  
edit. Convenience not convenient sampling. 
Also suggest that you use "Grammarly" to edit. 
We cannot send this out to reviewers unless the 
English is considerably improved...good luck! 
 
Add contributions Thank you, we provided author 
contributions on title page 
section.  
Check referencing style please Thank you, the reference style 
has been checked and 
adjusted. 
Reviewer: 1  
Comments to the Author 
I enjoyed to read the paper I have the following 
suggestions 
a.      Key words: please do not use acronyms 
 
Thank you, we revise the 
keywords per your suggestion.  
b. In the introduction/background please 
consider to identify broader aims for the 
international readers:  which kin of suggestions 
can this study produce at the worldwide levels? 
      
 
Thank you for this important 
suggestion. The introduction 
section has been improved 
following this suggestion.  
c. Design and sampling: here there is the need 
to revise in depth the section. Firstly, indicate 
clearly the study design and if this is possible, 
report the methods and the findings according to 
guidelines (e.g. STROBE, or better, given that 
you have developed a web survey ); then, there 
is a need to report some elements of the 
settings and in another section the sample 
method. 
      
 
Thank you very much, we have 
added the study design and the 
STROBE checklist for cross-
sectional study design.  
d. The instrument validation should be reported 
in a more detailed fashion also with some 
psychometric properties. Moreover, also the 
process that you have considered in including 
the variables in the logistic analysis should be 
reported in a more detailed fashion. 
      
 
Thank you very much, we have 
added details explanation on 
survey instrument.  
 
e. Please consider in the conclusion a more 
ample consideration regarding the implications 
of the study at the world wide level for 
international readers 
Thank you we revised this 
section following your 
suggestion. 
 
The study is interesting. I hope that you can find 
my suggestions useful 
Reviewer 2  
Comments to the Author 
Thank you for submitting your study and thank 
you for giving an opportunity to review your 
manuscript. Your focus, migration of nurses is 
important issue in recent world However, this 
manuscript still need modification, so I hope you 





The term of dependent variables of this study 
was confusing. I suppose “intention to migrate to 
Japan” is the dependent variable of this study, 
however, you used “intention to migrate”, 
“intention to work in Japan”, “firm plan to 
migrate”, “intention to work abroad” so it was 
confusing. Firstly, you should term of these 
make clearly and consistently. 
Thank you, we revise the 
consistency of the term used to 
describe the dependent 
variables as having the 
intention to migrate to Japan 
and having a firm plan to work 
in Japan. 
Introduction 
Background of this study was unclear. Why 
Indonesia government send their nurses to 
Japan or Japanese government accept nurses 
from Indonesia? Ahead of this, I wonder did you 
agree this migration phenomena? if it so, I think 
you should mention its reason in this section. 
And, why did you focused “migrate to Japan” 
rather than migrate to any other countries in this 
study?  
Thank you for pointing this 
issue. We revised significantly 
the background session to 
provide a clearer picture about 
the bilateral cooperation as the 
foundation of the migration of 
Indonesian nurses to Japan, 
and why this context is relevant 
to international migration.  
1. page 3, line 10-13, the contents of these 
sentences was already mentioned, so it should 
be modified. 
  
Thank you, this number is from 
Indonesia alone. We modified 
and updated the number on 
page 2 instead, to ensure no 
duplication of data.  
2. page 3, line 20-21, why did this information 
should be clarified? Add its reason please.  
Thank you, we modified this 
paragraph to add the reason. 
Creating figure to indicate independent and 
dependent variables of this study; this assist for 
the readers to understand of this study.  
Thank you very much, we have 
added the figure as figure 1.  
Methods 
Information of study methods were insufficient in 




Thank you very much for 
pointing out this critical point 
1. the way of explaining and gaining consent 
from representative of nursing schools. 
2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria of your 
sample 
3. the number of targets and validated response 
rate. 
4. sample size estimation. 
Page 4, line 10, “students group”, did your target 
all of students or a part of students? Add this 
information please.  
 
1. Have been added on 
sampling section 
2. Have been added on 
sampling section. 
3. Have been added on 
sampling section. 
4. Have been added on 
sampling section. 
We targeted students as 
mentioned at inclusion 
criteria. 
Measurements 
You mentioned “survey instruments” and 
“variables”, however these were confusing, so I 
propose that to create “measurements” which 
stick together these two sections. You described 
the used measurement in this section, however, 
unfortunately, it was confusing, then it difficult to 
understand. I propose applying subtitle (e.g. 
Questionnaire, Intention to work in Japan, 
Having a firm plan to migrate to Japan).  
Thank you very much, it has 
been revised. 
1. You mentioned that used questionnaire was 
modified by the researchers, if it so, you should 
how did you modify it concretely.   
We have added the information 
on the measurement section.  
2. “firm plan”, the contents of “firm plan” was 
ambiguous, so you should mention its concrete 
contents. I think it would be better to show what 
did you ask to your target (e.g. questionnaire 
items).  
Thank you, we have modified 
the sentence to clarify the 
question asked to respondents 
that indicate the firm plan. 
3. page 5, line 13-32, in these lines, you 
explained about nursing education system in 
Indonesia, so this content would be better to 
replace to “research settings”.  
It explains about the nursing 
education system in Indonesia, 
which relates to the category of 
variables.  
4. page 5, line 48, “into three categories”, what 
is “three categories”?  
Thank you we had provided 
additional explanation related to 
the categories.  
5. “Analysis”, the independent variables of this 
study should be clearly to showed (e.g. age, 
residence; Java =1, out of Java =0…etc.)  
Thank you very much, we have 
mentioned the reference as 1 
on the table.  
6. page 6, line 10, what the meaning of 
“goodness fit of the data”?  
Thank you, we added 
explanation about the goodness 
fit of the data.  
Results 
 
In this section, it was also long tendency, so you 
 
 
should indicate your results clearly to the 
readers. Like measurements, I think using 
subtitles would be helpful.  
Thank you for this suggestion, 
we added subtitles.  
1. page 6, line 29, line 41, these results were not 
in Table.1, so add it please.  
Page 6 line 29 is about the 
percentage of respondents 
having intention to migrate. This 
information can be found in the 
last row of table 1 (total). Line 
41 is about work experience 
and it is already included in 
table 1 as well.  
 
2. page 7, line 19, line 30, “first regression 
analysis”, “second…” In each analysis, 
independent and dependent variables should 
clearly be indicated.  
Thank you we revised this 
sentence as suggested. 
3. page 7, line 41-44, this result was 
inconsistent with Table.3, so it should be 
corrected.  
Thank you very much, we have 
double-checked and did not 
found any inconsistency. 
Discussion 
In this section, it was also long tendency, so I 
strongly recommend using subtitles. 
 
1. page 8, line 10-11, this is not needed to 
mention in Discussion section.  
Thank you we put subtitles. 
Line 10-11 in page 8 has been 
deleted. 
2. page 8, line 12, “Indonesian nursing 
students”, this word would be better to modify to 
“targets students” or something.  
Thank you we revised it as 
suggested. 
3. page 8, line 20-24, your results showed the 
most frequent reason to work in Japan of your 
target students was that development carrier, so 
I wonder this contents would be inconsistent 
with your results.  
Thank you for mentioning this 
specific suggestion. We revised 
it accordingly.  
4. Regarding results of target students’ region, 
comparing both Java and out of Java, was there 
any difference of motivation to migrate?  
Thank you, but our study did 
not compare the difference of 
motivation to migrate between 
students from Java and outside 
Java 
5. page 9, line 58-page 10, line 10, I think you 
did not examine whether your target students 
select to migrate to Japan rather than any other 
countries, so you should not discuss why target 
students “chose to migrate to Japan”. 
  
Thank you very much for your 
suggestion, however, we do 
think we should consider this 
issue remain on our study.  
6. page 9, line 25-36, the explaining of IJEPA 
should be mentioned in Introduction.  
We move page 10 line 25-36 
about IJEPA to the introduction, 
as suggested (highlighted with 
blue colour) 
 
7. page 9, line 37-41, were these “returnees” 
who failed Japanese national examination of 
nurse? If it so, please adds this explanation.  
Thank you we add explanation 
about this issue.  
8. page 11, line 20-25, why did this study show 
inconsistent results compare with previous 
study? Discuss it please.  
Thank you, we made 
corrections for the study finding 
that support our study.  
Implication 
“Implication” section should not be included in 
Discussion section, so consider it please. 
We agree with you, that is why 
we put it as 4.1. 
1. page 11, line 32-36, the explaining of IJEPA 
should be mentioned in Introduction.  
Thank you very much; those 
lines belong to study 
implication.  
2. page 11, line 43-50, this content should be 
replaced to Introduction as well.  
Thank you very much; those 
lines belong to study 
implication.  
3. page 11, line 27, is there any cases which 
nurses became candidate of care worker in 
IJEAP? 
  
Thank you very much, we have 
explained on introduction 
section. 
4. page 11, line 34-50, did you gain relevant 
results of this contents in this study?  
Yes, especially according to 
Table 1. 
Limitation 
“Limitation” section should not be included in 
Discussion section, so consider it please. And 
you should discuss for future research. 
 
1. page 12, line 58, “causal relationship”, is 
between what variables?  
Thank you very much, limitation 




Since this study cross-sectional, 
the results do not imply 
causality 
Conclusion 
Page 13, line 20-24, did you gain relevant 
results of this contents in this study? 
 
Thank you for once again for submitting your 
study. I hope that you find my comments or 
feedback helpful and constructive. 
Yes, especially with mastering a 










Nursing and Health Sciences <onbehalfof@manuscriptcentral.com> 
 











Dear Dr. Efendi: 
 
Your revised manuscript entitled "Determinants of nursing students’ intention to migrate 
overseas to work and implications for sustainability: the Case of Indonesian students" has been 
successfully submitted online and is presently being given full consideration for publication in 
Nursing and Health Sciences. 
 
Co-authors: Please contact the Editorial Office as soon as possible if you disagree with being 
listed as a co-author for this manuscript. 
 
Your manuscript ID is NHS-0186-2020.R2. 
 
Please mention the above manuscript ID in all future correspondence or when calling the 
Editorial Office for questions. If there are any changes in your contact details or address, please 
log in to ScholarOne Manuscripts at https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/nhs and edit your user 
information as appropriate. 
 
You can also view the status of your manuscript at any time by checking your Author Center 
after logging in to https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/nhs. 
 
Thank you for submitting your revised manuscript to Nursing and Health Sciences. 
 
Yours sincerely, 






To: Professor Teresa Stone 
Editor-in-Chief, Nursing & Health Sciences 
 
Re:  Revised Manuscript, Decision on Manuscript ID NHS-0186-2020.R1 
 
Date:     7 July 2020 
———————————————————————————————————— 
Dear Professor Teresa Stone, 
 
Thank you for your email dated 15 June 2020 with the reviewer comments for the 
manuscript titled "Determinants of the intention to migrate to Japan among Indonesian 
nursing students: Implications to sustainability (Manuscript ID NHS-0186-2020.R1). As 
directed by your correspondence, we are submitting the revised manuscript with 
changes highlighted in red color that addresses all reviewer comments and 
suggestions. Below, please find our responses to the reviewer’s and editor’s comments. 
We thank you for the opportunity to submit this revised manuscript. 
 
Associate Editor Comments Response 
Dear Authors, sorry but you need to do more 
work on the English for example title should be: 
Determinants of the intention to migrate to 
Japan among Indonesian nursing students: 
Implications for sustainability. 
 
You have done a nice job of putting this in an 
international context and could do more so what 
about changing the title so it appeals to more 
readers: 
 
Determinants of nursing students intention to 
migrate overseas to work and implications for 
sustainability: the case of Indonesian students 
Thank you very much, we agree 
with you and change to the title 
per your suggestion.  
Keywords: to increase citations consider using a 
recognised list of keywords from databases for 
example:  Medline uses Medical Subject 
Headings (MeSH®); and Cumulative Index to 





Ensure key words and phrases appear in your 
abstract several times, and when appropriate, 
use your key words in article section headings. 
For more detailed information on Search Engine 




Thank you very much, we have 
referred to use MeSH. We also 
revised the abstract to ensure 
the appearance of the 
keywords. 
It should be a firm plan not "the" but it would be 
preferable to say a firm decision or definite plan 
Thank you we, revise “the firm 
plan” into “a definite plan” 
 
Please say overseas-trained not foreign trained Thank you for your suggestion. 
We just leave it like that as 
“foreign-trained” and “overseas-
trained” are common terms and 
used interchangeably in various 
references on international 
migration. OECD uses “foreign 
trained”.  
 
Please be aware that we cannot publish this 
unless the English and expression is much 
improved. I know that this is difficult but trust 
that you will seek professional help otherwise 
we will not be able to proceed to publication. 
Please see the following link for assistance: 
http://wileyeditingservices.com/en/ 
Thank you for a useful 
suggestion. The revised 
manuscript has been edited by 
a professional English editor 
with certificate of editing as 
attached.  
Can we suggest that you ensure that you 
strengthen the implications for clinicians (the so 
what?) and add contributions 
Thank you, we revised the 
implication section to 
accommodate your suggestion.  
Reviewer: 1  
Comments to the Author 
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to 
review the revised article. I am pleased that you 
have taken the comments on board and feel the 
article is much clearer and stronger throughout. 
 
Thank you.  
Reviewer 2  
Comments to the Author 
Thank you for submitting your revised 
manuscript and thank you for giving an 
opportunity to review your manuscript again. 
Firstly, I appreciate with you accept my 
comments positively and constructively. I think 
this revised manuscript became more readable 
and understandable, and the content is very 
interesting. However, unfortunately, it still some 
inconsistent points exist, so further revision 
should be needed. I think this revision would 
make your manuscript more strengthen.  
Thank you for useful comments 
and feedbacks to revise our 
manuscript.  
Introduction 
In this revised manuscript, your motivation, why 
did you focused on nursing students’ intention to 
migrate to “Japan” is still unclear. Ahead of this, 
Thank you for again mentioning 
this issue. We have added data 
and explain that Japan is the 
you should indicate how many Indonesian 
nurses work as nurse or care worker in “Japan” 
now? And which country is the most accept 
Indonesia nurses now? 
top destination country for 
Indonesian nurses to migrate.  
1. Page 4, line 11, add number (how many 
nurses migrated to Japan and its changing) and 
reference information please. 
Thank you, we have added 
information on the number of 
Indonesian nurses in Japan. 
2. Page 4, line 30-32, indicate reference 
information please. 
Thank you, we revised the 
sentence to inform that this is 
based on our knowledge.  
Measurements 
 
1. Page 6, line 30, “Questionnaire”, what did 
you want to measure to use this 
questionnaire? Add it please. 
2. Page 7, line 57, what is “S1”? avoid 
abbreviation please. 
3. Page 7, line 39-44, this content should be 
replaced to “dependent variables”. 
4. Page 8, line 16, “regression” modifies to 
“logistic regression analysis”. 
 
Thank you for the questions. 
1. We have described the 
items of questionnaire in 
page 6 line 43 up to 
page 7 line 16. 
2. S1 is revised as Strata 1 
(S1) 
3. Page 7 line 39-44 
describes the subject 
characteristics and 
independent variables. 
There are two dependent 
variables “an intention to 
migrate” and “a firm or 
definite plan” as 
mentioned in page 7 line 
24-32. 
4. We revised “regression” 




1. The number of respondents who have firm 
plan to migrate to Japan should be indicate in 
report not only in table please. 
2. Regarding table 1, “Intention to Migrate” 
modify to “Intention to Migrate to Japan”..  
 
1. The number of 
respondents indicating 
having a firm plan to 
work in Japan has been 
reported in page 10 line 
50-55.  
2. Thank you we revised 
per your suggestion. 
 
Discussion 
Page 15, line 55- page 16, line 28, in this study, 
respondents’ level of understanding of IJEPA 
was not measured as you said, so you should 
not discuss this content in "Discussion" section. 
 
Thank you for this suggestion 
we will add this issue in the 
limitation.  
I suppose this content should be replaced to 
“Limitation and future research”. 
Implication 
In “Implication” section, you should mention 
implication to practice which are related the 
result of this study. In this revised manuscript, I 
think most of your implication is not related to 
the results of this study. For example, carrier 
development is one reason to intention to 
migrate to Japan, so did it contain your 
implication? 
 
We add some revision in this 
section to emphasize on the 
need to improve the career 
development system in Japan 
and the reintegration program in 
Indonesia.  
Conclusion 
Page 19, line 53-56, in this study, did you 
examine the relationship between nursing 
curriculum and targets’ intention to migrate to 
Japan? 
Thank you for once again for submitting your 
revised manuscript. I hope that you find my 
comments or feedback helpful and constructive. 
 
No. In this sentence, our focus 
is on the Japanese language 
and culture to be incorporated 
into the nursing curriculum. 
Because our study found that 
foreign language acquisition is 
significant in increasing the 
likelihood of having a definite 
plan to work in Japan. We 
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Dear Dr. Efendi: 
 
Congratulations! It is a pleasure to accept your manuscript entitled "Determinants of nursing 
students’ intention to migrate overseas to work and implications for sustainability: the Case of 
Indonesian students" for publication in Nursing and Health Sciences.  The comments of the 
reviewer(s) who reviewed your manuscript are included at the foot of this letter. 
 
Your article cannot be published until you have signed the appropriate license agreement. In a 
few days the corresponding author will receive an email from Wiley’s Author Services system 
which will ask you to log in and will present you with the appropriate licence for completion. 
Please check your junk email folder if you do not receive the above email. 
 
If you encounter any problems or have further questions, please contact the Journal Production 
Editor at NHS@wiley.com. 
 
Thank you for your fine contribution.  On behalf of the Editors of the Nursing and Health 




Professor Teresa Stone 
Editor-in-Chief, Nursing & Health Sciences 
 
If you would like help with English language editing, or other article preparation support, Wiley 
Editing Services offers expert help with English Language Editing, as well as translation, 
manuscript formatting, and figure formatting at www.wileyauthors.com/eeo/preparation. You can 
also check out our resources for Preparing Your Article for general guidance about writing and 
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